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Abstract

This is a personal reflection on how to think of a career in child and adolescent psychiatry, particularly
intended for someone getting started on one. In some ways this is a continuation of a short paper I wrote in
2005: Martin, A.: Ignition Sequence: On Mentorship (Perspective). Journal of the American Academy of
Child and Adolescent Psychiatry 2005; 44(12): 1225-1229.

Focus, Method, Calling and Creation:
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Where your deep gladness meets the world’s deep hunger
is where you should be: there lies your vocation.
–Adapted from Frederick Buechner

Early in my career, and periodically since then, I have been asked what ‘T-shirt’ it is that
I wear. The question has not been meant literally of course, but rather as a proxy for
what it is that I really focus on in my work, what the true aim of my professional effort is
all about. Twenty-plus years since graduating from fellowship, I continue to find the
question as difficult to answer –and as anxiety-provoking– as when I first struggled with
it long ago. The question is not only fair game, but indeed one coming from a place of
caring: well-intended colleagues interested in my progress and development curious to
learn about my goals and priorities. And who could blame them? As the saying goes, ‘if
you don’t know where you’re going, any road will get you there’. In light of which,
knowing one’s eventual destination and pursuing it with a laser-like aim is surely the
way to move forward and succeed in a professional career. Or so I had been led to
believe.
Being asked what T-shirt I wear remains just as unsettling as that other dreaded
question, a staple at cocktail parties and social gatherings: ‘what is your research
about?’ As I mumble, blush and try to shift the conversation to the weather, I find it hard

to confess and disappoint: I don’t have an actual portfolio, I don’t conduct original
research of my own. Can we still be friends? Impostor syndrome rears its ugly head.
Having worn many an ill-fitting T-shirt throughout my professional career, and
having arrived at certain midlife realizations regarding who I am (and more importantly,
regarding who I am not), I would like to share what I have learned along the way. By
broadening the standard sartorial repertoire beyond T-shirts, my hope is to help others
ease into their very own, personally-tailored shirts.

Standard T-Shirt Models: Focus and Method
Reflecting back on his prodigal career, my mentor and dear friend, the late Donald J.
Cohen, articulated how he had very early on zeroed in on a specific disorder (his focus,
his what) and on a specific toolkit (his method, his how):

I had a different goal —to pursue a narrow phenomenon to its roots. What if we could
learn everything about a simple tic— where did it come from, what made someone
vulnerable, what neurons and neurochemicals were involved, how did it get expressed
or held back? How did other children feel about a child with tics, and how did their
feelings make a child feel about himself? I had outlined a program of research.1

The hallmark of the focus T-shirt is being able to wear one boldly emblazoned
with a given diagnosis (Cohen had two such shirts, one reading ‘Autism’, the other
‘Tourette’s syndrome’). The content and aim of a career is its what: a commitment to a
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specific phenomenon (or condition, disorder or population; or beyond psychiatry more
broadly, to any discretely circumscribed entity or topic).
By contrast, method T-shirt wearers are proud to identify the approaches at the
core of their expertise (Cohen had several such shirts: ‘developmental
psychopathology’, ‘psychoanalysis’ and ‘neurochemistry’, among the more heavily
worn). The means to pursue a question are its how, a powerful approach in that it can
be applied to multiple goals at once.
The problem for me lay in liking too many what’s, but not one of them so much as
to want to make it my own. The humble tic, by virtue of being as small and narrow, had
proven irresistible for my mentor, the perfect soil on which he went on to plant and
harvest through the methodological how’s of biology, genes, imaging and
psychoanalysis. No such luck for me –or for many, perhaps most of us. The focus and
method T-shirts may be best fitting for those pursuing careers in “uppercase-R”
Research, aiming to be principal investigators, leaders of programs that create new
knowledge; in brief, “all-in” scientists or clinician-scientists). Having one of each two Tshirts may in fact be required for success in Research, particularly when defined
through clearly-defined metrics that are either fiscal (NIH priority scores, dollar amounts
in grant funding) or academic (scholarly output, bibliometric indices).
But for those of us who don’t have as defined and explicit a goal, who may be
fulfilled with “little-r” research projects (in education, training or quality improvement, for
example), for those with no academic interests at all –indeed for each and every one of
us, there certainly is a shirt out there waiting to be worn, even if not in one of those two
particular T-shirt models.
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Team’s Jersey: Calling
By virtue of our long training we have been socialized to set out goals and pursue them
doggedly. We would not be physicians today, let alone medical specialists and subspecialists, had we not set out to master such decade-long to-do lists. Given this
professional upbringing, it is only natural that we are keen on pursuing targeted goals.
Noble and worthwhile as this approach is, I would argue that we have done much less
for ourselves and for our trainees, when it comes to heeding to the calls coming our
way. Overtly centered on what and how we want to pursue, we all too often lose sight of
the where and the who reaching out our way. To misquote JFK, we should not ask what
we can do for our country, but rather listen to what our country may be asking of us.
The term ‘calling’ is usually understood in the sense of altruism, of doing
something for its own good rather than for the rewards it may bring. In the case of
medicine, for example, our calling may be less about wanting to ‘fix’ (as this would entail
that our patients are somehow ‘broken’), to ‘cure’ (as we often ‘manage’ instead,
particularly chronic conditions), or to ‘benefit’ (financially or otherwise). Instead, our
calling is around a wish to serve others, to ease their suffering when we can, and to
bear witness and accompany them along the way even when we can not.
There is another way of conceptualizing ‘calling’, a more literal way, one more
akin to ‘listening’. Each one of us has to identify where it is that we are geographically,
institutionally, and professionally situated at any given time –weighty decisions
regarding the where and the whom in which to build a residency, a fellowship, or a
longer-term settled life. These places and individuals can, and often do change over
time. It is perfectly acceptable, normative in fact, to change ‘teams’, and as such, to
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change the ‘jersey’ of one’s affiliation. But once settled in and donning your team’s
jersey, the key is to listen attentively to what it is that may be missing, to what your
location, your colleagues and your community may be lacking. With the serious
workforce shortage in child and adolescent mental health across our country and the
world, you can be certain that there will be much that is needed and will be asked of
you: it is up to you to listen in, as multiple fronts are sure to be calling on you.
As child and adolescent psychiatrists, the search for those elusive T-shirts may
be actually quite simple, the answers laying hidden in plain sight all along. Our focus is
on children, adolescents, their families and the communities in which they live; our
method, the vast toolkit of our profession. The two axes of our focus and our method
thus effectively ground and place us. As we then settle on a given team’s jersey, we can
set out to find out what in its lineup may be lacking. Each and every team will need and
call upon you; it is up to you to heed the call. Whether at a clinic, school, hospital or any
other setting; whether at an academic institution or not; whether as a trainee, as
someone in active practice, or as someone approaching or having crossed retirement,
you’d better listen up, for the call is surely there.
Having to periodically change teams, jerseys and locations necessarily implies
that flexibility and an ability to adapt to new environments are critical developmental
traits. As such, it behooves us to hone in on those aspects in ourselves – and to make
sure we teach them to others along the way. Specifically, there are two critical skills to
refine, arguably the only two we need to focus on: 1) Learning to learn, and 2) Learning
with others.
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The pace at which knowledge advances, and the seemingly inexhaustible range
of resources at our disposal require a different approach to learning. The information
contained in the static books and lectures of old can no longer be our mainstays today.
Learning how to learn requires dynamic skills that are iteratively refined, lifelong,
web-/distal- as well as person-based, asynchronous as well as synchronous, selfinitiated, trainee- rather than trainer-centered, and responsive to actual challenges at
the individual, community or policy levels. As specialists dedicated to development and
to human interaction, we are in a privileged position to learn not only about others, but
with others. Indeed, few of us can conceive of practicing alone: our work is
multidisciplinary and relationship-based at its core.

Professional Bespoke: Creation
Identifying a job and devoting one’s life to it is a formerly effective approach to
employment that has diminishing relevance in today’s world. And what is true for
workers of factory plants, rustbelts or mechanized farms, is similarly applicable to us as
medical professionals: we are overwhelmingly likely not to sustain one single job for life.
We should celebrate the fact. We should embrace our new opportunities –we should be
instrumental in their creation.
The job that you will have some day does not yet exist. When I first heard these
words from a well-meaning mentor, I was scared silent. Inventing a future job from
scratch appeared too ill-defined, amorphous and inchoate a proposition for someone as
comfortable with structure, security and predictability as I was. However, time has
proven the prescient wisdom of those words, as I have seen myself and so many of my
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colleagues ‘reinvent’ themselves professionally – moving in a way that hardly seems
linear at the time, but that on retrospect seems so natural, predestined almost. If these
words are scaring you like they once did me, or if they simply sound too abstract and
amorphous in themselves, let me be more direct, more prescriptive even.
Your very own shirt, the one tailored to your unique dimensions, this one-of-akind bespoke, may not yet exist. It is up to you to design this beautiful shirt of yours.
And if you can think of no way of doing so, let me invite you to a challenge that helped
me as a first-time tailor. For starters, think of how you can give back. Whether your
reach is local or global; whether it centers on patients, parents or professional
colleagues; whether it is through fiscal, volunteer, docent or any other means, you can
give back. And when you think back to the first three shirts you have worked so hard to
make your own, bear in mind that you have skills: you have a focus (children), a method
(your child psychiatry toolkit), and a team to call your own (your location calling on you).
The one thing remaining to be done is to have those hard-earned skills meet with a
commitment to service: it is at the intersection of skills and service that you will be able
to give back, and in so doing, to live a more fulfilling life, both professionally and
personally.
I have had the privilege of intersecting my skills with my need to give back. A
bicycle, of all things, helped me along the way2. The cycling maillot I created in so doing
is surely not to be my last one. I don’t know what the next item in my professional
wardrobe will be. Perhaps you don’t know about yours either.
Don’t worry if you can’t figure out all of your apparel at once; the clothing items
may be reached at sequentially, but then again may not. Anticipate that your shirts will
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change over time: after all, a static wardrobe is the end of fashion. As a thought
experiment, try to lay out your shirts –don’t fret if things don’t quite fit. Give yourself the
time to find out what gives you real joy, what is that deep gladness looking to break out
of you. Embrace, find, or reconnect with your vocation. You will find it at the crossroads
of your deep gladness and the deep hunger out there –a hunger so keenly felt by those
we are privileged to serve.
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